Poisson's summation formula tells us that the Fourier transform of the sum of Dirac's (J-functions supported by the integral points is again the sum of Dirac's (^-functions supported by the integral points. In this paper we first consider the converse problem, that is, we characterize a distribution which is a sum of distributions supported by the integral points and whose Fourier transform is again of the same form. Using this result we give another proof of the classical theorem of Hamburger on the characterization of the zata function of Riemann. We also show a generalization of the result to the zeta function associated to the imaginary quadratic field Q(^ -1) -.
Poisson's Summation Formula and
Hamburger's Theorem In what follows, we use the notation 2 (f) or f to denote the Fourier transform of f normalized in the form I f (x) exp(27Tv -1<(^, ?)>) dx.
We denote by Z>£ (resp., x a } (a= (a l9 •--, a m ) eZJ) the differential operator d™/da%* -da%? (resp., the monomial x" l~> x°tf), where Z+ m denotes the set of ra-tuple of non-negative integers and \a\ = XI #/• j=i We denote Dirac's d-f unction supported at x -n by 8(x -7i) and its derivative D a x 8(x-n) by 8 (a} (x-n) . 
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Furthermore the order of P is less than N and the degree of each coefficient of P is less than N.
Remark. Conditions (1) and (2) guarantee that both sides of (3) are well-defined tempered distributions.
Proof of Theorem
and let T L (f ) denote the JV-th interated convolution product of S t> i.e.,
Since \a\<N,
holds. Hence we have
Now let J^ denote J] ^, "(? (f -y) . Since T t is a sum of finitely many Now we rewrite the operator XI ( -27T\/^Tf ) "A* ( A/^V -1) (resp., we obtained the required operator P.
We now discuss how Theorem 1 is related to the classical theorem of Hamburger [3] on the characterization of the zeta function C(s) of Riemann. (for all /eZ). 
Then Zl/^ A ( s) = Z l v^i tB (s) holds and there exists a constant c such that it is equal to cQ-^s) , -where
(Bateman Manuscript Project, vol. II [1] , p. 22 (7)). Note that the restriction on the parameters given in [1] can be removed by the analytic continuation. On the other hand, Theorems 1 and 3 are, essentially, equivalent because we used all the Grossencharacters.
A. Weil [7] has given an extension of Hecke's work [5] in a dif-
